From Yeast to Humans: Leveraging New Approaches in Yeast to Accelerate Discovery of Therapeutic Targets for Synucleinopathies.
Neurodegenerative diseases (ND) represent a growing, global health crisis, one that lacks any disease-modifying therapeutic strategy. This critical need for new therapies must be met with an exhaustive approach to exploit all tools available. A yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) model of α-synuclein toxicity-the protein causally linked to Parkinson's disease and other synucleinopathies-offers a powerful approach that takes advantage of the unique offerings of this system: tractable genetics, robust high-throughput screening strategies, unparalleled data repositories, powerful computational tools, and extensive evolutionary conservation of fundamental biological pathways. These attributes have enabled genetic and small molecule screens that have revealed toxic phenotypes and drug targets that translate directly to patient-derived iPSC neurons. Extending these insights, recent advances in genetic network analyses have generated the first "humanized" α-synuclein network, which has identified druggable proteins and led to validation of the toxic phenotypes in patient-derived cells. Unbiased phenotypic small molecule screens can identify compounds targeting critical proteins within α-synuclein networks. While identification of direct drug targets for phenotypic screen hits represents a bottleneck, high-throughput chemical genetic methods provide a means to uncover cellular targets and pathways for large numbers of compounds in parallel. Taken together, the yeast α-synuclein model and associated tools can reveal insights into underlying cellular pathologies, lead molecules and their cognate targets, and strategies to translate mechanisms of toxicity and cytoprotection into complex neuronal systems.